Dear colleagues,

I am writing on behalf of the International office of Innovative University of Eurasia (Kazakhstan) with a suggestion to start a cooperation in the frame of Erasmus +.

Here is brief information about our university

Innovative University of Eurasia is a modern university. It was founded in 1991 by the Government act of Republic of Kazakhstan. InEU provides undergraduate, postgraduate and adult education. Innovative University of Eurasia is considered to be one of the leading educational establishments in Kazakhstan system of higher education. It is a large regional research and education institution comprised of a high school, colleges, professional lyceums in Pavlodar and a lyceum in Ekibastuz. The main activities related to higher education and fundamental and applied research in 3 levels including bachelor (55 programs), master (23 programs) and doctoral (2 programs) schools. InEU is among Kazakhstan top ten universities in different league tables. In particular, it has 2 stars in QS ranking (2014 – 2015); it maintained A level in ARES ranking (European scientific society) 2014) and it is certified by IES (international educational society) international agency (2014). University is also famous among employers and thus it is reported as “Best employer company” according to General Kazakhstan Senim rating (2014). The university has well-established contacts with the most distinguished universities in the world, exchanging students and lecturers with the leading international institutions of higher education. It has cooperation with 70 international universities, organizations and associations.

There is a share of international teachers and students studying and teaching in the frame of Academic mobility program. Moreover university develops double degree programs with 9 international universities of Russia, China, Poland and Germany. Being a member of international students’ association in the sphere of engineer students’ internship annually we have inbound and outbound bachelor and master students. The university is also closely linked with the development of the high-tech business cluster in and around Pavlodar, which forms the area of Technopark, center of commercialization with its modern and up-to-date laboratories.

Innovative University of Eurasia (Kazakhstan), as part of internationalisation and academic mobility strategy, is seeking to establish new cooperation with leading world institutions. Innovative University of Eurasia is ranked in the top five accredited institutions. The university holds state certification, national institutional accreditation from the Ministry of Education and Science of Kazakhstan, and international accreditation. Results published by the Independent Kazakhstan
Quality Assurance Agency of Education ranks InEU in the top ten multidisciplinary universities in Kazakhstan.

We have experience in developing grant applications and managing funded projects, including TEMPUS, USAID, CAMAN, GEM and various research initiatives. UIB degrees are run in Russian, Kazakh, English to over 2100 full-time students.

Our partnership interests:- EU-funded academic cooperation, where we can partner with UK universities in submitting for grants covering mobility, research, degree development, various organisational enhancements – we would like to partner with institutions in your country and jointly apply for funding support;-

mobility programmes (1-semester study visits), onto programmes in English or Russian, where students spend a semester at the partner and are able to choose courses from across the curriculum available in that semester;-

double-degrees at BA and MA level in English, with mutual acceptance of prior credits and grades, allowing for the completion of study at the partner institution.

We also seek visiting professors, in English or Russian, for short visits (2 weeks, 4 weeks) or longer (up to 1 semester) in economics, business, biotechnology, translation studies, intercultural communication, architecture, design, information studies.

We will be very happy to be a part of your project.

Anastassiya
Head of international office

With best regards
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